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 ABSTRACT 
Panelized building manufacturing has been popular in Scandinavia for years; however,           
it’s just now beginning to emerge in the United States. Originally developed to increase              
construction efficiency, it dominates the traditional stick-building method by using prefabricated           
panels that reduce lead times. Therefore, DextTrust Industries and Mr. Erik Hodin are interested              
in pursuing a venture to manufacture low-income housing using panelized designs, under the             
brand name Scandinavian Panel Systems (SPS). The goal of this report was to assess the               
feasibility of the project from a financial and manufacturing point of view. 
As the costs of building a home are on the rise, more and more people are losing the                   
ability to purchase or even, in some rare circumstances, rent a home. As a result, SPS aims to                  
lower the cost of building from an average of $150 per Sqft to the low to mid hundreds. By doing                    
so, SPS will have an upper hand and advantage in the mid to low income housing market. To                  
make their dream a reality, SPS had to use ground breaking technology that would enable them                
to reduce one of the highest costs, labor. By using RANDEK’s Zero Labor System and its                
accessories, SPS would be able to reduce the labor it needed; hence, allowing them to sell at a                  
lower rate.  
To assess the feasibility of the project, we had to first understand how the system               
functioned; therefore, our firsts step were to contact RANDEK and research the process of              
panelized building. After getting the basic tools we needed that enabled us to understand the               
industry “Lingo”, we attended conferences to meet other manufactures and users, as well as,              
reach out to industry leaders in both the sell and buy side of the industry. Next, we built an                   
Axiomatic Design Matrix to determine all of the manufacturing requirements that SPS needed.             
Finally, to determine the feasibility of the project, we used the Yarmouth project as a base case                 
for our analysis. After estimating the Yarmouth project lead time and cost, we were able to get                 
an estimated total yearly output. To verify the results of our model, we used the output of each                  
machine per panel in the Arena input analyzer to enable us to build a accurate Arena model.  
After concluding our analysis, we reached the following results. The Monson plant will             
be able to generate a theoretical output of 160K Sqft per year; however, after accounting for                
inefficiencies and unexpected issues we believe that the output will be closer to 120K Sqft per                
1 
 year. Next, the financial analysis gave us a base case NPV of about $3.5 million with an IRR of                   
7.94%. Therefore based on the data we have generate and the requirements provided to us by                
SPS, we are not recommending that DexTrust and Mr. Erik Hodin proceed with the project, in                
the current form,  as the expected results don't go in line with their expectations.  
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 1. INTRODUCTION 
DexTrust Industries, a local start-up aiming to become a community leader in economic             
development and sustainability, is considering the possibility of establishing a subsidiary -            
Scandinavian Panel Systems, SPS - to manufacture panelized homes. Before beginning           
development, DexTrust needs to know how their subsidiary would realistically operate, so that             
they can determine whether the expected profits outweigh the initiative’s required investment.            
Our MQP team has partnered with DexTrust Industries in order to ​determine whether it makes               
sense to pursue the SPS initiative.  
While complexities such as risk profiles, long-term corporate strategy, and market           
volatility are involved in these types of decisions, the scope of our project considers the SPS                
initiative from a strictly monetary perspective. In addition, we consider the attainment of a single               
project and ignore the intricacies associated with securing future projects. Our paper assumes             
that SPS will be developing their plans for a 3-story, multi-family apartment complex in              
Yarmouth, MA. 
In order to estimate the initial investment and expected pay-off of SPS, cost estimations              
that encompass all aspects of production associated with the firm are developed. Our paper              
discusses technical subject matter related to the project, including materials management,           
production scheduling, and the development of a manufacturing system. A thorough financial            
analysis has also been included to determine whether or not it makes fiscal sense to develop                
Scandinavian Panel Systems. 
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 CHAPTER 1: MATERIALS MANAGEMENT 
The following section details the determination of material requirements that will be            
associated with the attained construction project. A technical breakdown of the building is             
included to determine the amount of construction panels required, and a determination of the              
various panel types and specifications is completed to assess the requirements for each panel              
type. Finally, the constraints and limitations associated with the materials to be used has been               
discussed.  
 
1.1 PANELIZED BUILDING DECOMPOSITION 
 
Figure 1. Yarmouth Project Preliminary Design  
The construction project under consideration is a 54-apartment, 3 story, low-cost housing            
development that will be located in Yarmouth, MA (Figure 1). The building will be constructed               
using prefabricated panels that have been shipped to the site from the SPS manufacturing              
facility. While our project details the construction of the facility’s main housing, SPS has future               
plans to develop the property even further with the latest technologies in renewable energy and               
facility waste management.  
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 The building is comprised of three identical floors, each with 18 identical 600 square              
foot, one bedroom units (Figure 2). Because the units within the building are identical, the               
requirements to construct a single unit can be analyzed and multiplied to determine the              
requirements of the entire building.  
 
Figure 2. Yarmouth Project Floor Plan  
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 1.2 PANEL SPECIFICATIONS 
Each unit consists of several panels that differ in their design based on their functional               
purpose and location in the unit. To simplify and organize a unit’s panel requirements, the panels                
were categorized by function - including floor panels, wall panels, and roof panels. This is an                
important step of understanding the building's design because the panels in each category are              
subject to different loads. The difference is forces equates to a difference in panel strength which                
is directly correlated to each panel’s design and material requirements. 
Beyond categorizing the panels by purpose, the panels were further identified by their             
dimensions. While all panels of the same category consist of the same structural design, many of                
their lengths and heights differ. After reaching out to Mr. Rhodin, we were able to secure                
additional schematics labelling the wall, floor, and roof panels required for each one bedroom              
unit. These  schematics have been included in Appendix​ ​8. 
Mr. Rhodin was also able to provide us with an excel spreadsheet that detailed the               
dimensions of every panel required for each unit, and specified the quantity of windows and               
doors required for each panel type. Additional specifications such as frame thickness were             
provided as well. 
Ultimately, the schematics and excel spreadsheet provided described the quantity of each            
panel type required for each unit. Because the preliminary project design schematic shows a total               
of 18 units per floor, and reports the existence of 3 identical floors, we know there will be a total                    
of 54 units in the building. We then multiplied the quantity of panel types per unit by 54, to get                    
the total number of panels by type in the entire project. These panel totals were organized in a                  
table which has been attached in Appendix 4.  
To ensure the accuracy of our work, we turned to Mr. Rhodin for verification of our panel                 
totals. However, Mr. Rhodin did not agree with our calculated totals, and provided us with a                
different list of building totals. Because Mr. Rhodin designed the project and has extensive              
experience as an Architect, we chose to move forward with his numbers and they were likely                
more accurate. The total quantity of every panel type required for the project has been included                
in the table below (Table 1). 
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Table 1a. Building Panel List - Floor and Roof Panels  
PANEL ID QUANTITY DIMENSIONS 
Floor Panels 
FP 1 20 8x8 
FP 2 34 5X14 
FP 3 120 6X22 
FP 4 34 7.5X22 
Roof Panels 
RP 1 18 7X11 
RP 2 18 7X11 
RP 3 18 8X6 
RP 4 46 6X22 
RP 5 18 7.5X22 
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Table 1b. Building Panel List - Wall Panels  
PANEL ID QUANTITY DIMENSIONS 
Wall Panels 
WP 1 42 8X8 
WP 2 102 8X5 
WP 3 51 8X14 
WP 4 51 8X23 
WP 5  17 8X14 
WP 6 18 3x22 
WP 7 18 8x24 
IWP 1 51 8X5 
IWP 2 51 8X3 
IWP 3 51 8X10 
IWP 4 51 8X12 
IWP 5 51 8X9 
IWP 6 51 8X4 
IWP 7, 9, 11 153 8X2 
IWP 8 51 8X6 
IWP 10 51 8X6 
IWP 12 51 8X22 
IWP 13 51 8X5 
IWP 14 51 8X5 
IWP 15 51 8X2 
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1.3 MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS 
The material requirements of each panel were then realized by using Table 1, in              
combination with research and further consultation with Mr. Rhodin. Each panel consists of an              
initial frame made from solid lumber, and a layer of plywood used to cover the frame. 
The panel frames begin as long beams of lumber that must be cut down to size and                 
positioned together to shape the frame. The beams of lumber are laid on a flat surface, and nails                  
are used to attach the beams together to form the frame (Figure 3). 
 
 
Figure 3. Unity Homes - Open Panel Frame 
 
After the frame has been fully assembled, pieces of plywood are used to completely cover one                
side of the frame (Figure 4). 
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Figure 4. Unity Homes - Closed Panel Frame 
With plywood on one side of the frame, the panel can then be filled with insulation or utility                  
piping, before the remaining side is also covered with plywood “closing” the frame. In our case,                
the panels will not be filled, and remain covered by plywood on only one side. This decision was                  
made to comply with the Massachusetts residential utility laws and regulations. 
A graphic was made to better understand the material requirements for each panel as              
shown below (Figure 5). 
 
Figure 5. Material Requirements per Panel 
 
Each panel consists of a single frame, and anywhere between 2-6 pieces of plywood depending               
on the panel’s dimensions. Each frame is built using anywhere between 8-12 beams of lumber,               
depending on the panel type and the specific frame style.  
17 
 Because the various panel types have different specifications, each panel type required its             
own material requirements graphic. These graphics have been included in Appendix 9. The             
graphics were used to determine the material requirements for the entire building.  
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 CHAPTER 2: MANUFACTURING SYSTEM DESIGN  
The following section discusses the supplier selection process. The necessary          
manufacturing equipment is realized, and both material and equipment suppliers are determined.  
 
2.1 IDENTIFYING EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS 
In order to design the most efficient and effective manufacturing system using RANDEK             
equipment, we developed an impressive understanding of the possibilities associated with each            
of RANDEK’s machines. Our initial understanding indicated that RANDEK’s ZeroLabor system           
would be placed in our facility and produce the entirety of the Yarmouth project’s panels on its                 
own. In an attempt to learn more about the dimensions and expected throughput of the               
ZeroLabor System, we searched RANDEK’s website for relevant information. It was during this             
investigation that we realized the ZeroLabor System does not have the capabilities required to              
manufacture a complete panelized building on its own. While the ZeroLabor system is able to               
produce wall, floor, and roof panels, the panels can not be lifted or moved without the help of                  
additional RANDEK machines or other third-party transportation equipment. 
After learning this, we considered possibility of purchasing additional equipment from           
either RANDEK, or another supplier. We determined that the best combination of products could              
only be found if we acquired a strong understanding of the ZeroLabor System’s exact              
capabilities and requirements. We further explored RANDEK’s website in an attempt to            
accomplish this, but the website did not include any information on machine specifications (ie.              
dimensions, utility requirements, estimated production rate, etc) or pricing. This type of            
information was vital for determining the cheapest combination of machines that could            
accomplish our desired goals. 
In order to obtain the specifications and pricing of the ZeroLabor system, we knew that               
we were going to need to contact RANDEK. Before reaching out, we assembled a list of                
questions which we felt would provide all necessary information if properly answered. We             
emailed the list of questions to a RANDEK sales associate, and received a wealth of information                
in return. However, upon closer inspection, we realized that the information provided was not              
19 
 comprehensive enough for our needs. We immediately compiled a new list of additional data and               
specification inquiries, and promptly contacted RANDEK to gather answers. 
While waiting for RANDEK’s response, we began to further dissect other areas of the              
project such as raw material (wood) limitations, unexpected labor requirements/costs, and           
expected construction sequencing/methods. Ironically, the more we worked on the project, the            
further we felt from the solution. The question-asking and answering process continued            
throughout the next several weeks, and project work dependent on these answers was hindered.              
Coordinating communication of between several different stakeholders was challenging due to           
obstacles like varying schedules, miscommunications, and international time differences. To          
remedy this situation, we immediately began looking for other ways to gather the necessary data               
required to make educated assumptions and continue work on our project. 
 
2.2 IDENTIFYING MATERIAL SUPPLIERS 
After discussions with RANDEK, DexTrust, and Hodin, it became clear that due to the              
difference in grade between American and European lumber SPS will have to import its lumber               
from Europe. The reason behind the need for European wood is due to the fact that American                 
wood has a high level of inconsistencies, which causes issues in the robotic system. Based on                
the quotes we received from Hodin, we believe that SPS should use multiple suppliers as               
identified in table 2. The following suppliers are US based companies that supply European              
wood. A full list of quotes is available in Appendix 6 
 
Table 2. Lumber Suppliers and Prices  
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2.3 ACQUIRING RELEVANT EQUIPMENT DATA 
Due to our analytical nature, we did not feel comfortable making decisions without first              
having access to all relevant data. In order to expedite project progress and continue work before                
receiving responses from others, we began to look for data independently.  
 
2.3.1 INDUSTRIALIZED WOOD-BASED CONSTRUCTION CONFERENCE 
After some research and communication with RANDEK, we learned about an           
opportunity to attend the IWBC conference, in Boston. The IWBC conference highlights the             
latest and greatest in the modular and panelized wood construction sector. Not only did this               
conference directly pertain to our project, but we soon heard that RANDEK would be sending               
representatives to the US to attend the conference as well. We chose to attend the conference in                 
hopes of gathering some relevant information, as well as to meet with the RANDEK              
representative to clear up some questions in person.  
At the conference, we participated in the sessions that we felt might provide us useful               
data during our project. We attended the following: 
 
1. “Evolutions and Solutions; MGA and Katerra’s explorations, systems and typologies in           
mass timber” By Michael Green  
2. “If it’s Not a System; It’s Not a Solution” By Gerry McCaughey  
3. “Marriott’s Modular Program; Franchisor Perspective” By David Walsh  
 
In the first session, we learned that Katerra is currently one of the largest panelized               
building manufacturers in the world. Green stresses that getting Katterra to where it is today was                
a difficult task. What helped them succeed is the backward integration they developed.             
Currently, Katerra depends on outside supply sources for a minimal range of products. In the               
future, Katerra hopes to be able to build an entire building using only materials from its                
subsidiaries. Green also highlighted the fact that we should not only focus on the production               
21 
 aspects, but also provide the design team with the required materials to engineer new techniques               
to make buildings more affordable, safer, and more environmentally friendly.  
The second session introduced us to Gerry McCaughey, the founder and CEO of Entreka.              
Entreka was founded after he had successfully built Century Homes Ireland, which currently             
supplies over 30% of new builds in Ireland. Due to the success he had seen in Ireland,                 
McCaughey decided to start a new venture in the US under the brand name, Entreka. During his                 
presentation, McCaughey focused on the importance of using automation, lean processes, and            
continuous innovation to be able to survive in such a brutal environment.  
In the third and final session, Dave Walsh talked about how the Marriott Group is               
utilizing modular buildings. According to Walsh, the Marriott group has decided to use modular              
buildings for their lower tier hotels. The reasons they chose this route include affordability, time               
savings, and noise reduction. During his presentation, Walsh walked us through the process the              
building modules go through after they leave the factory. Each module is a single room, and                
before leaving the factory, each of these rooms is fitted with all the items that will be in the room                    
when a hotel guest arrives. Since every module is a room, the rooms now have double wall                 
insulation to decrease the noise transmitted between rooms, hence increasing comfort. Once the             
modules arrive at the site, it is only a matter of placing them in the right spot and connecting the                    
electrical and water supplies before it is virtually ready to be rented. By doing so, the Marriott                 
Group was able to secure substantial savings, and by building the hotel more quickly, they were                
ready to start generating revenue quicker. Walsh pointed out that by using the modular system,               
the Marriott Group was able to cut construction time in half. 
Following the sessions, we met with RANDEK to go over some of the questions we had                
with regards to the manufacturing cell dimensions. While we were able to get a few basic                
questions answered, RANDEK did not have the time to sit down with us and provide the                
necessary data we had hoped for. As an afterthought, it might have been better to try to schedule                  
a meeting with RANDEK outside of the conference while a representative was in the United               
States. It is understandable that RANDEK chose to attend the IWBC conference with their own               
agenda in mind, and did not allocate time to discuss specific equipment metrics with us. After                
trying to communicate with them on line, we decided that it would be more efficient to fly to                  
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 Sweden and meet them in their facility. The outcome of the trip will be discussed in a later                  
section.  
 
 
2.3.2 BENSON WOOD & UNITY HOMES  
While the IWBC conference provided a significant amount of insight in regards to             
panelized construction and manufacturing, we still had a limited amount of data on the reality of                
penalized manufacturing. That is why we chose to attend a public tour at Benson Wood’s               
manufacturing facility.  
Benson Wood was established in 1974 after, the founder, Ted Benson recognized the cost              
savings he could achieve by transforming his existing contracting company into a panelized             
building manufacturer. Since it was established, Benson Wood focused on the production of             
high-end homes. However, in 2017 Bensonwood opened a state-of-the-art, automated factory to            
serve a new untapped market. With the opening of their new facility, Benson Wood established a                
subsidiary under the brand name Unity Homes. Unity Homes enabled Benson Wood to enter the               
low-cost housing sector (Bensonwood, 2019). 
Designing a facility for panelized construction, with little knowledge of building panel             
manufacturing systems is a daunting task. Therefore, we decided to visit the automated             
Bensonwood/Unity Homes facility during one of their publicly advertised tours. By the            
conclusion of our tour, we were able to gain a better understanding of how panel manufacturing                
works, as well as things to look out for, and areas to avoid. We were also able to gain a better                     
understanding of the size and shape of the space necessary to produce building panels.  
 
2.3.3 RANDEK SITE VISIT 
In an attempt to gain a better understanding of the RANDEK equipment and the company               
it self, we decided to visit Randek at their production facility in Falkenberg, Sweden on the 7th                 
of January 2018. From our visit, we expected to gain a better understanding of capabilities and                
limitations of the Randek machinery in more detail than we were able to obtain over the phone.                 
23 
 In addition, the opportunity to see the machines in action will help us envision how SPS’s                
manufacturing facility might operate.  
During our visit, we were granted access to a senior sales representative, who would help               
us get the data we needed, and provide us with a tour of the facility. During our meeting, we                   
were able to discuss the operating capabilities of the equipment they manufacture, specifically             
what to expect during the manufacturing stage. Furthermore, we were offered industry insight             
with regards to what current users of RANDEK equipment are experiencing. In the end, our visit                
to the RANDEK facility has been an insightful experience; however, we are not able to share                
more to comply with RANDEK’s request.  
 
2.4 CREATING AN EFFICIENT MANUFACTURING FACILITY LAYOUT 
Before we could begin deciding how the system’s equipment would be arranged, we             
needed to understand the constraints of our facility. Our first course of action was to reach out to                  
DexTrust and inquire about the dimensions of the space that was secured for our manufacturing               
purposes. We received a quick response, and were informed that the space was rather large with                
a length of over 250’ and a width of roughly 145’. 
Our next task was to figure out how much of that space would need to be dedicated to                  
storing raw materials and finished goods. To do this, we reached out to architect, Erik Rhodin, to                 
inquire about the quantity and size of the panels involved in the Yarmouth project. Mr. Rhodin                
was hesitant in his decisions of how to panelize the Yarmouth design, because he was unsure that                 
panels with lengths of 30’ or 40’ would fit in the manufacturing space. In fact, he remarked that                  
the entire space was likely not much longer than 50’ by 50’.  
We quickly realized that DexTrust and Mr. Rhodin had very little communication with             
regards to the facility dimensions, so we decided it would be best to visit the facility ourselves.                 
After obtaining the address from DexTrust Industries, we arrived at a currently operating             
distribution center. The facility was very large, but we determined it would be best to take our                 
own measurements of the floor space. 
Without a tape measure on hand, we measured the facility in shoe-lengths by walking              
toe-to-toe in straight lines from one location in the facility to another and recording the number                
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 of steps. We also noted several columns which were dispersed in a regular pattern throughout the                
facility, and we were sure to measure the number of shoe lengths between the columns and the                 
wall, and between the columns themselves. The dimensions of other items which could not be               
moved, including utility equipment, office spaces, bathrooms, and walls, were measured as well.             
Of the six loading docks that were present along the facility’s right side, only three were in                 
working condition, which we were sure to make note of.  
After leaving the facility, we converted our shoe-length measurement into feet, and            
created a digital blueprint of the facility’s floor plan to help use visualize the space. The floor                 
plan has been included in Appendix 3 of this document. 
Our next task was determining how to place the necessary equipment within the confines              
of the Monson facility. We reached out to RANDEK to obtain the dimension of their ZeroLabor                
system and other components of the production line. We received a document with the required               
items to build a full system; however, we were only given the dimension of the Butterfly Table.  
After a second unsuccessful attempt in getting the required dimensions we decided to              
take matters into our own hands. We used a computer software that enables us to calculate the                 
dimensions of the other equipment based on the scale of the Butterfly Table. The results are                
shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Production Line Dimensions  
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 Next, we converted the numbers we obtained from the software to feet and quickly              
realized how tight the space would be. We drew the facility layout on Autocad and started to                 
experiment with ways to fit the most machines, to reach the desired output desired by SPS, while                 
being able to safely operate the factory.  
After estimating the dimension of the machines we created an Autocad model and tested              
different layouts. Through the different iterations we started to notice that there isn't much room               
for creativity and opted for a simple system that laid the equipment in sequence. As a result, we                  
arrived at two options. The options are identical except for an additional CNC machine which               
can be seen in the diffrence between Figures 7 and 8. The additional CNC machine was added                 
because it was causing a bottleneck in the system and SPS would like to reach the highest level                  
of efficiency possible.  
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Figure 7. Suggested Monson Facility System Layout I (Not to Scale) 
 
CHAPTER 3: PRODUCTION SCHEDULING 
3.1 ACQUIRING RELEVANT EQUIPMENT DATA 
3.1.1 IWBC CONFERENCE  
Following the IWBC sessions discussed earlier, we looked to gather some data on             
processing times from RANDEK. However, as mentioned previously, RANDEK did not have            
the time to sit down with us and provide with new data. It might have been better to try to                    
schedule a meeting with RANDEK outside of the conference, to gather the processing data we               
required. After trying to communicate with them on line, we decided that it would be more                
efficient to fly to Sweden and meet them in their facility. The outcome of the trip will be                  
discussed in a later section.  
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 3.1.2 BENSON WOOD & UNITY HOMES  
While the IWBC conference provided a significant amount of insight in regards to             
panelized construction and manufacturing, we still had a limited amount of data on the actual               
processing times associated with penalized manufacturing. That is why we chose to attend a              
public tour at Benson Wood’s manufacturing facility.  
Upon arrival to the Bensonwood/Unity Homes facility, we quickly noticed that not all of the                
machines and equipment were being utilized around the clock, suggesting that the facility is not               
being utilized to its fullest capabilities. When we asked the facility manager for an explanation,               
he stated that they are currently operating at one-third of their capacity. After a little more                
questioning, we concluded this may be due to consumer sensitivity to price changes in the               
housing industry because of the increasing interstates. On the other hand, the market may simply               
be saturated with a large number of suppliers. A third and equally viable possibility is that                
Bensonwood/Unity Homes might have a weak internal control structure. While all, none, or a              
combination of these three may affect the production schedule, we are convinced that production              
is most greatly hindered by the company’s single facility, which works to produce both luxurious               
Bensonwood homes and low-cost Unity Homes panels. With that, the factory employees find it              
hard to identify who they are; are they a high-end manufacturer or a low-cost supplier.  
At the conclusion of our tour, we were able to gather some rough estimates for processing                 
times which we utilized to forecast the expected throughput for SPS. 
 
3.1.3 RANDEK SITE VISIT 
In an attempt to gain a better understanding of the RANDEK equipment and the company               
it self, we decided to visit Randek at their production facility in Falkenberg, Sweden on the 7th                 
of January 2018. During our visit, we hoped to gather some data relevant to cycle time for                 
specific RANDEK machinery, in order to provide SPS with a more accurate estimate. Finally,              
getting the ability to see the machines in action will help us get a feel for the processing times                   
SPS’s manufacturing facility might experience.  
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 During our visit, we were granted access to a senior sales representative, who would help               
us get the data we needed, and provide us with a tour of the facility. However, we are not able to                     
share more to comply with RANDEK’s request.  
 
3.2 FORECASTING EXPECTED THROUGHPUT 
After compiling and processing all the information we gathered, table 1 shows the             
required lead time per step in the production process.  
 
Tabel 3. Production System Lead Times 
 
 
After seeing the time savings two machines would produce, we looked at the possibility of               
adding additional machines in general; however, due to the limited size of the facility that will                
not be possible.  
We then used these processing times to estimate the time to produce all of the panels in                 
the Yarmouth project. We organized the results in a table shown below in table 4. 
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 Tabel 4 - Panel Total Times 
 
 
As per our current calculations, the Yarmouth project can theoretically be built in the              
factory in roughly 78 days if production continues uninterrupted for 24 hours, 7 days a week.                
However, we know that those conditions are not feasible due to unavoidable issues like              
equipment failures, outages, quality control, etc. In addition, it should be noted that the              
processing and manufacturing times considered were taken from a fully matured system and will              
not reflect what SPS is likely to see during their first year of operation. For this reason, we                  
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 estimate that the project will take at least 100 days to complete, although the calculations suggest                
otherwise. 
We also examined the system’s capacity by looking at processing times per processing             
step (work cell). A table was used to organize these times as well, which can be seen below in                   
table 5. 
 
Tabel 5 - Processing Times by Machine 
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 The system and processing times was then verified through the use of Rockwell Arena              
Simulation Software (Figure 8).  
 
Figure 8: Monson Factory, Arena Simulation  
 
It was determined that the CNC machine, which is responsible for cutting the wall studs to size,                 
is the bottleneck of the system (Figure 9). The graph explains that the CNC machine is utilized                 
virtually 100% of the time, and its average utilization is far greater than any other machine.                
 
Figure 9: Arena Utilization Results  
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 Furthermore, the Arena model provided similar figures to what we have unveiled through the              
Excel model. The excel sheet suggests that we can produce roughly 18 panels per day, and                
ARENA suggests 19. This difference can be expected since the machine processing times were              
fit to a probability distribution in ARENA, instead of assumed to remain constant. For this               
reason, the ARENA model will likely be more accurate than the Excel spreadsheet.  
It should also be noted that the average processing time of a single panel is approximately 1.5                 
hours (based on the ARENA model), but the average time that a panel and its materials spends in                  
the factory is roughly 8.3 hours (Figure 10).  
 
 
 
Figure 10: Arena Time Results  
This explains that the materials spend a lot of time queued at the CNC machine. Therefore, the                 
production capacity will be limited by this machine (assuming all machines work properly, and              
exhibit no differences in quality, maintenance, etc). If SPS would like to increase panel lead time                
in the future, it is recommended that they start at this step of production, and consider purchasing                 
an additional or more efficient CNC machine. It is important to note that this excessive queue                
time comes at a price and effects inventory and carrying costs that contribute to the company’s                
net profit. 
 
 
3.3 DEVELOPING A PRODUCTION SCHEDULE 
One of the benefits of a panelized building is the ability to get it weathertight in a short                  
span of time. However, this benefit is only realized when construction is completed unit by unit.                
For this reason, we decided to divide the building into five separate construction phases, where               
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 each phase consists of 3-4 units (Figure 9). This decision was based on information provided by                
stakeholders within SPS and best practices realized through independent research. The colors on             
the figure indicate the phase number, and the numbers within each block indicate the apartment               
numbers per cell. Each block has three numbers because it consists of three different apartments               
on the building’s three floors - stacked one on top of the other. By using a phased construction                  
plan, we will protect the interior from the weather, but also save time by allowing for interior                 
finishes to be performed continuously. For a detailed list of the production schedule refer to               
Appendix 4. 
 
 
Figure 11: Yarmouth Project, Construction Phases  
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 CHAPTER 4: ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATION  
 4.1 PROOF OF CONCEPT  
Knowing that the concept of panelized construction is operational feasible from the sell             
side, we decided to view it from the buyers perspective. As we discussed in Chapter 3, during the                  
IWBC conference in boston, David Walsh explained how the Marriott Group is using modular              
buildings to reduce building costs and time. However, that wasn't of much use to us because they                 
were using modular and the building are still new. Therefore, we reached out to the Dammam                
Hotels Company , located in Saudi Arabia, regarding their Dammam Hotel (Shown in figure 10). 
 
Figure 12: Dammam Hotel 
The Dammam Hotel was built in 1970 using panels manufactured in Sweden. According              
to the management, the total time from signing of the contract to having the hotel operational                
took less than 6 months. Furthermore, since inception the building has required very minimal              
maintenance. After further discussions with the management team, they have indicated that they             
credit a big part of their success to the affordability and speed of such a system, which enabled                  
them to continuously offer competitive prices.  
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 4.2 RISK ANALYSIS 
After developing SPS’s output capacity, we obtained a reasonable estimate of their future             
projected cash flows for the coming years. From there, we projected SPS’s Income Statement,              
Balance Sheet, and Cash Flows Statement. Once we have the financial statements in place,              
developed a Discounted Cash Flow valuation model to project their future profitability.            
Currently, SPS plans to produce 500k SF during year one and double production on a yearly                
basis for the first 3 years. Furthermore, SPS plans to run the factory continuously at maximum                
output, starting from day one. 
However; after working on this project for several months, we strongly believe these              
targets are not achievable with the acquired facility space, the chosen equipment, and the capital               
constraints. From the data we produced, the maximum output that can be produced in Monson               
will be far less than 500k SF. Assuming no downtime, no maintenance, no learning curve, and no                 
unexpected issues, the RANDEK machines that will be used in the Monson plant can only               
produce 160K SF per year. Knowing that uninterrupted, continuous production is not feasible,             
we predict that the facility will be able to produce 120K SF per year. Therefore, unless SPS finds                  
a much larger facility and additional capital, production will realistically be limited to 120K SF               
per year, assuming that the process is highly automated and very little downtime occurs (again,               
not a very realistic assumption). Doubling capacity every year following will, likewise, be             
virtually impossible to achieve in the Monson facility. We expect the increase in production rate               
to be far more gradual. ​Every system large or small has a learning curve which greatly affects its                  
ability to operate at full efficiency. We strongly believe that SPS cannot assume that such a                
complex system in the hands of a startup will be able to achieve the best case figures in the first                    
year. 
 
4.3 FINANCIAL ANALYSIS  
The end goal of the project is to have a successful venture that will generate profit;                
therefore, we needed to identify the factories output, costs, and the owner's expectations. After              
developing the finalized facility layout and deciding on the equipment that will be used, we will                
use the Yarmouth project as the stepping stone for SPS’s profitability analysis. During our              
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 feasibility analysis, we will treat the plant as a separate entity. Costs of shipping and construction                
will not be included in the analysis. In other words, we will be assuming a Free on Board (FOB)                   
Shipping Point. 
The first step we took was calculating the factories maximum output. For us to be able to                 
accurately determine it, we built a possible facility lay out to determine the processing times. We                
then used the decomposed building plan provided to us by Erik Hodin to calculate the required                
time to manufacturer the Yarmouth project. From the numbers we received, we simulated the              
factories output on Arena to calculate the output.  
After receiving the panel specifications and the lumber quotations he received, we            
calculated the amount of wood by type, windows, doors, and nails needed to build the Yarmouth                
Project. We then calculated the cost of raw materials, and derived a per SF cost to be used in the                    
cost projection of future projects(Table 6). 
 
Item Cost per unit Units required Total Cost 
2x12/16" $32.48 412 $13,383 
TJI 560/24" $5.23 983 $5,136 
2x8/24" $23.19 1197 $27,760 
2x4/16" $12.43 3717 $46,202 
Screws $1.28 111594 $142,484 
Plywood $24.65 4732 $116,623 
Door $56.56 459 $25,961 
Window $150 273 $40,950 
Total $418,499 
Total per SF $9.51 
Tabel 6. Yarmouth Project Raw Material Quantity and Cost 
Next, based on the data we have generated and the figures obtained from SPS, we built a                 
financial model to assess the feasibility of the project. To build the model, we forecasted SPS’s                
financial statements, which have been built based on our knowledge of SPS’s target capital              
structure, our estimated output, and costs. From the financial statements, we were able to              
calculate the net-debt free cash flows. Next, we calculated the companies expected WACC and              
exit multiple using other competitors in the industry. Using the values we have, we projected and                
discounted the net-debt free cash flows and the exit multiple. 
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 Knowing that SPS will be operating at full capacity and that there is no space to further                  
expand in the Monson facility, we assumed a constant output for the duration of 5 years. (As                 
shown in table 7) Based on the data we have the expected NPV of the project is $3.49M, with                   
and IRR of 7.94% and a ROE of 6.66%. 
  
 
Tabel 7. SPS DCF and Sensitivity Analysis  
Even Though the NPV is positive, we ask you to refer to the sensitivity analysis on table                 
7. For SPS to be a feasible investment, SPS will either have to produce at high prices with a low                    
output or at high prices and high output. Knowing that the goal of SPS is to produce low income                   
housing, SPS will not be able to charge a premium for its products. Moreover, after discussions                
with people in the industry, we believe that the market is currently over saturated and that SPS                 
will not be able to sell all of its capacity at a profitable price. Therefore, based on the data we                    
have generated and the outcomes required by Dextrust and Erik Hodin, we are unable to               
recommend this project going forward.  
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION  
CONCLUSIONS 
This section of our paper describes the key learning outcomes, for the two industrial              
engineers,  that were experienced throughout this project.  
 
C.1 IDENTIFYING AND ARTICULATING A PROJECT OBJECTIVE 
This particular MQP did not begin with a clearly structured goal. After becoming partners              
with DexTrust Industries, an initial meeting was conducted to discuss the company’s objectives             
and discuss the scope of our project. During the meeting, DexTrust presented a company              
structure which included themselves, their partners, and a number of possible subsidiaries with             
various economic, environmental, and social intentions. The discussion moved from one broad            
goal to the next with talk of renovating Native American reservations, constructing sustainable             
smart cities, and fostering ecological community development. We quickly learned that our            
partners at DexTrust were visionaries, easily excited by the possibilities of the future. We made a                
mental note to contribute a critical voice to our discussion with DexTrust in order to keep our                 
team grounded and control the scope of our project. 
After the meeting was adjourned, we carefully considered DexTrust’s plethora of goals            
for Scandinavian Panel Systems, and were able to determine a single overarching objective:             
DexTrust wanted to make money by manufacturing low-cost panelized housing. This marked the             
establishment of our project’s objective - to design a system for manufacturing low-cost             
panelized housing, and to determine whether it is likely to turn a profit.  
We also learned the value of using the Axiomatic Design Methods (AD). To develop our               
FR’s, DP’s, and PV’s, we had to understand the system truly and completely. While completing               
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 our AD coupling matrix, we learned the importance of being clear in our writing, and to make                 
sure anyone could understand it without us explaining it. This is critical to both our project, and                 
any project. Ensuring that all team players are solving the same problems and reaching for the                
same goals is critical. 
 
C.2 MAKING PARTIALLY-INFORMED BUSINESS DECISIONS 
Eventually, due to strict deadlines and to avoid scope creep, we decided to make the               
necessary assumptions needed to proceed with the project, rather than wait for responses. We              
know that data-driven solutions, supplemented with knowledge from those familiar with the            
project and its various components, will produce the most accurate results. However, it is often               
the case in business that all of the information needed to make a perfectly informed decision is                 
not available, and a decision must be made based on any available data and educated               
assumptions. This was a key learning point for our team that we were fortunate enough to realize                 
after working on real problem in industry. While our time at WPI equipped us with highly                
analytical backgrounds, we were not accustomed to making decisions without fully           
understanding every aspect of the problem and thoroughly analyzing all relevant data. We now              
understand the importance of making business decisions with confidence, even when a lack of              
information prevents us from finding the “perfect” solution. 
 
C.3 COMMUNICATION IS KEY 
During A-term, we realized that communication skills between the members SPS team            
did line up with doing this type of work, and that key elements like the capabilities of                 
manufacturing equipment, the size and condition of the proposed manufacturing facility, and the             
amount of details in the panelized designs, had been miscommunicated. It became clear that all               
members of this organization were not on the same page. As a result, we stressed heightened                
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 communication and trust during B-term by scheduling weekly meetings with all members of the              
SPS team. We also began gathering information directly from the source, rather than through              
other team members which had lead to some inaccuracies in the past, due to poorly understood                
assumptions. 
Furthermore as time progressed, we saw our role evolve into one where we could protect               
the new company from assumptions that might be changing after they system is installed. We               
wanted to provide an informed contrarian view to balance the exuberante and excellence of the               
company founders.  
 
 
C.4 INDUSTRY PERSPECTIVE 
Additionally, our perspectives relating to operations in industry were drastically changed           
during A-term, and continued to develop throughout B-term. The biggest obstacle we faced this              
term is the difference between communicating with external sources in industry vs in an              
academic environment. At WPI, professors want students to succeed, and are ready and willing              
to communicate with them in an effort to help. In industry, companies are often focused on their                 
own agenda and do not make it a priority to provide help to us for the completion of the project.                    
In other words, unless a business recognizes the situation as something that will benefit them in                
the future (building a network, generating profits, etc), it will provide little to no contribution to                
the success of the initiative.  
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 APPENDICES 
 APPENDIX 1: AXIOMATIC DESIGN MATRIX 
 
Figure 13. Axiomatic Design, Upper Level Matrix 
 
Figure 14. Axiomatic Design, Mid-Level Matrix 
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 APPENDIX 1 (CONTINUED): AXIOMATIC DESIGN MATRIX 
 
 
Figure 15. Axiomatic Design, Full Matrix 
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 APPENDIX 2: ZEROLABOR INQUIRIES, RANDEK CORRESPONDENCE 
Kennon, Danielle Jaqueline 
Fri 10/5, 10:44AM 
To: Jonas Andersson <​Jonas.Andersson@randek.com​> 
Cc: Omran Mosa Alomran <​omalomran@wpi.edu​> 
 
Hello Jonas, 
 
Thank you for taking the time to call us. Below you will find our list of questions.  
 
1. What are the machines dimensions ? 
2. Can we get the ZeroLabor system spec sheet ? 
3. How many 20ft panels/roofs can it produce per hour ? what about 30ft? Or 40ft? 
4. How does the system conduct quality control? How do we know the panels are always               
built to specification? 
5. Are there any specific material or utility requirements to operate the ZeroLabor system? 
6. How many bays of wood can be used, and how high can the wood be stacked? 
7. Aside from wood, how much raw material can it hold (ex: nails, glue, etc)? 
8. On average, how often does the system require maintenance? 
9. Can we decide the order in each type of panel is produced? Or does the system make this                  
decision based on the CAD file? 
10. Does the system require a short down-time to switch from producing roof panels to wall               
panels to floor panels? 
 
Thanks again, 
 
Danielle Kennon 
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 APPENDIX 3: MANUFACTURING FACILITY FLOOR PLAN 
 
Figure 7. Suggested Monson Facility System Layout I (Not to Scale) 
 
 
Figure 8. Suggested Monson Facility System Layout II (Not to Scale) 
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 APPENDIX 4: YARMOUTH PRODUCTION SCHEDULE, PHASES, & TIMES 
 
  
Tabel 8. Yarmouth Project, Production Schedule  
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 APPENDIX 4 (CONTINUED): YARMOUTH PRODUCTION SCHEDULE, PHASES, & 
TIMES 
 
Figure 11: Yarmouth Project, Construction Phases  
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 APPENDIX 5: EXAMPLE OF AXIOMATIC DESIGN WALKTHROUGH  
 
FR 5. Ship Panels to Site 
Ask yourself: What needs to happen before you can ship the panels to the site? 
Answer: Prepare Panels for Shipment (FR. 4) 
 
FR 4. Prepare Panels for Shipment 
Ask yourself: What needs to happen before you can prepare the panels for shipment? 
Answer: Convert Raw Materials to Panels (FR. 3) 
 
FR 3. Convert Raw Materials to Panels 
Ask yourself: What needs to happen before you can convert raw materials into panels? 
Answer: Acquire Raw Materials (FR. 2) 
 
FR 2. Acquire Raw Materials 
Ask yourself: What needs to happen before you can acquire the raw materials? 
Answer: Understand the Design Requirements (FR. 4) 
 
FR 1. Understand Design Requirements 
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 APPENDIX 6: LUMBER PRICES 
JACKSON LUMBER & MILLWORK: 
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 THE NATIONAL LUMBER FAMILY OF COMPANIES:
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RIVERHEAD BUILDING SUPPLY: 
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 APPENDIX 7: BACKGROUND 
The following section provides context to the goals achieved in this project. DexTrust             
Industries and its Scandinavian Panel Systems initiative are explained in detail and with clarity.              
Panelized housing is discussed to provide a thorough understanding of what SPS must be capable               
of, and RANDEK’s panelized-housing equipment is summarized so that different manufacturing           
options can be considered. A look at axiomatic design provides the framework necessary to              
understand our design decisions and decision-making processes. 
 
 DEXTRUST INDUSTRIES 
DexTrust Industries was established in 2017 in response to the growing market demand             
for urban planning and economic development. Since its inception, Dextrust has provided its             
community partners with outreach and business coordination to develop strategies and capacity            
realignment for the purpose of increasing the rate of business creation and development             
opportunities. While its consulting efforts proved fruitful, DexTrust Industries wants to begin            
contributing to the physical creation of economical and sustainable communities. Its plan is to              
manufacture low-cost housing in the United States by using a panelized construction method that              
has been widely used in Scandinavia for years.  
DexTrust’s has created a unique network of partnerships and subsidiaries that collectively            
comprise their prospective manufacturing ecosystem. To illustrate the complexity of this           
network, the DexTrust Manufacturing Ecosystem has been included below. 
 
Figure 16. DexTrust Manufacturing Ecosystem 
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 Partners of the firm are shown in white, and subsidiaries are shown in light grey. If the                 
ecosystem is initiated, infrastructure projects will be secured by DexTrust Industries, passed to             
Scandinavian Panel Systems (SPS), and then evaluated by Line Company Architects. The            
remaining companies will be responsible for transporting materials and finishing projects on site. 
 
THE SPS INITIATIVE 
Scandinavian Panel Systems was established by Erik Hodin, Tymothy Kennedy, and           
Charles Robson to manufacture low-cost housing in the New England area. Each of the founders               
provides a unique skill set to the group that will help the project succeed. Erik Hodin is an                  
architect that has had a previous venture in a similar industry, which provided him with the                
necessary experience to design the panels. Next, Tymothy Kennedy is a well-respected lawyer             
that has gained the ability and knowledge required to handle the political and regulatory barriers               
in the business. Last but not least, Charles Robson has experience working in supply chain               
management, which will be an integral part of the business as he will have to manage the                 
company in times of limited capital. 
DexTrust Industries and Hodin plan on collaborating with RANDEK, a Swedish-based            
equipment supplier, to establish the Scandinavian Panel Systems (SPS) manufacturing company.           
The current average price to build a single-family home in the New England area is between                
$215 and $150 per square foot; SPS plans on producing similar homes for around $100 per                
square foot and constructing them in only a fraction of the time (Home Advisors 2018). They                
hope to reach this goal using the ZeroLabor System built by RANDEK. 
 
PANELIZED HOUSING 
The process of manufacturing using panelized designs started in Scandinavia after the            
end of the Second World War. The goal of the panelized system was to minimize the time it took                   
to rebuild the homes that were destroyed during the war. As time progressed, people              
acknowledged the potential upsides of using such a system and acted accordingly.  
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 The key to the success of the panelized system was the ability to turn a construction project into                  
a manufacturing system. By building in a controlled environment, all factors of productions are              
steered to maximize efficiency and reduce costs. When panelized buildings first started, panels             
were hand built on an assembly line, similar to what Henry Ford created, and were limited by                 
size constraints. Furthermore, panelized buildings or prefabricated homes, in general, were           
viewed as low-quality building that were built for the lower social classes of society. As               
technology progressed, panels became stronger, and systems became more efficient, panel           
manufacturers gained the ability to manufacture building at a much higher quality. As a result,               
panel manufacturers were able to enter the untapped market of high-end buildings.  
Currently, a modern panel manufacturing plant can produce panels for an entire building             
with minimal of labor. Limiting the number of required staff has a significant effect on the cost                 
of building, not only due to the reduced number of staff, but also due to the increased efficiency                  
and precision. 
 
THE YARMOUTH PROJECT  
 SPS is currently considering the possibility of placing a bid on a 54 apartment, 3 story,                
low-cost housing building (Figure 2) in Yarmouth, MA. The building will be constructed using              
panels from the SPS manufacturing facility. Furthermore, SPS plans to collaborate with            
DexTrust’s subsidiaries to achieve the highest level of efficiency while minimizing wastes. The             
project will include the latest technologies in renewable energy and facility waste management.  
 
Figure 1. Yarmouth Project Preliminary Design 
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 RANDEK EQUIPMENT 
RANDEK opened its doors in the 1940’s in response to an increasing demand for              
wooden panelized buildings in Sweden. RANDEK was the first dedicated panelized system            
machine manufacturer in the world. As time progressed, RANDEK continued to innovate and             
improve their equipment; providing customers with the ability to produce over 300,000 homes             
from 1950 to 1980. With such a massive and efficient operation, RANDEK was soon recognized               
by Sweden's neighbors. By the 1970’s, RANDEK’s customer range had spread across Europe             
from Germany to Russia, and soon after, to the rest of the world. (RANDEK) 
Today, RANDEK produces top of the line machinery and systems for panelized building             
manufactures all over the world. RANDEK works personally with all of its customers to improve               
the building process by shortening time frames, improving quality, reducing costs, and much             
more. Furthermore, RANDEK’s equipment is currently producing some of the most energy and             
labor efficient buildings in the world.(RANDEK) 
RANDEK’s latest project resulted in them developing the ZeroLabor System. The goal of             
the ZeroLabor System is to eliminate the need for highly skilled workers, hence reducing costs.               
The system is built using a cell design, meaning it could be used as a stand-alone piece, it could                   
be incorporated into a current production line, or multiple cells could be connected to produce a                
full system. A 3D Rendering of a single ZeroLabor System cell has been included              
below.(RANDEK) 
  
Figure 15. RANDEK ZeroLabor System Manufacturing Cell 
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 The ZeroLabor System is unique as it is the only system that can produce walls, roofs, and floors                  
without the need for any modifications. However, the system is typically implemented as a single               
step of production process that includes additional machines. The gates on the left and right of                
the cell open to allow the pre-manufactured frames to enter and the constructed panel to roll to                 
the next station, where it is turned over, moved, stored, or further altered, depending on the                
production process. 
 
AXIOMATIC DESIGN 
Professor Suh Nam-pyo developed axiomatic Design during his time at Massachusetts           
Institute of Technology (MIT). The idea behind the design was to create a methodology to               
simplify systems design. The Greek root for the word Axiomatic is Axioma, which means “What               
is thought of fitting” The process of creating an Axiomatic Matrix involves defining Functional              
Requirements (FR’s), Design Parameters (DP’s), and Process Variables (PV’s). Functional          
requirements are derived from asking the question of “ What it does?” Design parameters are               
based on the question of “ What the functional requirement looks like?” Process variable are               
obtained last after answering the question “ How its made?” (Suh 1990) 
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APPENDIX 8: YARMOUTH PROJECT FLOOR PLAN AND PANEL DECOMP. 
 
 
 
Figure 17. Yarmouth Project, Wall Panels Layout 
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Figure 18.  Yarmouth Project,Floor Panels Layout 
 
Figure 19. Yarmouth Project, Roof Panels Layout 
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Figure 5. Material Requirements - FP1 
 
 
 
Figure 20. Material Requirements - FP2 
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Figure 21. Material Requirements - FP3 
 
 
 
Figure 22. Material Requirements - FP4 
 
 
Figure 23. Material Requirements - RP1 
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Figure 24. Material Requirements - RP2 
 
 
 
Figure 25. Material Requirements - RP3 
 
 
 
Figure 26. Material Requirements - RP4 
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Figure 27. Material Requirements - RP5 
 
 
 
Figure 28. Material Requirements - WP1 
 
 
 
Figure 29. Material Requirements - WP2 
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Figure 30. Material Requirements - WP3 
 
 
 
Figure 31. Material Requirements - WP4 
 
 
 
Figure 32. Material Requirements - WP5 
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Figure 33. Material Requirements - WP6 
 
 
 
Figure 34. Material Requirements - WP7 
 
 
 
 
Figure 35. Material Requirements - IWP1 
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Figure 36. Material Requirements - IWP2 
 
 
 
Figure 37. Material Requirements - IWP3 
 
 
 
 
Figure 38. Material Requirements - IWP4 
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Figure 39. Material Requirements - IWP5 
 
 
 
Figure 40. Material Requirements - IWP6 
 
 
 
Figure 41. Material Requirements - IWP7 
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Figure 42. Material Requirements - IWP8 
 
 
 
Figure 43. Material Requirements - IWP9 
 
 
 
Figure 44. Material Requirements - IWP10 
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Figure 45. Material Requirements - IWP11 
 
 
Figure 46. Material Requirements - IWP12 
 
 
 
 
Figure 47. Material Requirements - IWP13 
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Figure 48. Material Requirements - IWP14 
 
 
 
Figure 49. Material Requirements - IWP15 
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